Try the Demo!

Table Side Ordering & Payments
Wow your guests with the ultimate dine-in freedom.

Guest Taps or Scans Code

Order More or Pay

POS Integrated*

Guests can open a new check
or access an existing check from
scanning their table code.

Guests will have the option to
order items or settle their bill with
online credit card payment.*

Orders & payments are
integrated. Don’t worry,
xDinetm will take care of it!

xDinetm : The Ultimate Online Ordering Platform
Make your restaurant the easy choice.
xDine streamlines ordering for just about any fullfillment
type. Whether it’s pick up, delivery, catering, or dining in,
xDine has a solution to make it easier and more efficient.
*Note: Please speak to an Eigen Sales Representatitive for more information

1-877-736-7733

eigenpayments.com

Benefits
of using xDine™
Easy Installation

Integrated to the POS

Brand Friendly

We manage the entire
onboarding and setup
process. From building
menus, to printer set up,
our team is dedicated to
configure xDine™ to work
seamlessly with your existing
operations.

xDine™ orders and
payments are closed off on
the POS automatically, so
reconciliation is simple and
orders display to where and
when they’re needed.

Theme and embed xDine™
right into a website or mobile
application. Restaurants
get a unique URL and web
application, so branding
is never compromised by
competitors.

Always Improving

Secure & PCI Compliant

Conveniently Bundled

xDine™ makes a fantastic
ordering experience for
everyone, but improvements
are always being made.
Restaurants automatically
get updates so no one is
ever left behind.

Built on Eigen’s MiraServ™
Platform, an industry leading
secure payments platform,
restaurants can rest assured
that cardholder data is
safe and payments are PCI
compliant.

By using Eigen’s MiraServ™
Platform, it is easy to add
secure wired and wireless
pay at the table solutions in
addition to online ordering.
Get one bundled price & one
supplier to manage.

Affordable Pricing
xDine™ has been
competitively priced with
a selection of packages
to choose from. Pricing is
based on a monthly fee
structure and we do not take
a percentage of sales.

Questions?
1-877-736-7733
sales@eigendev.com
eigenpayments.com
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